Abstract-An architecture for dynamic security monitoring and enforcement for client software running in virtualized environments is presented. Virtualization is heavily used in cloud computing in order to allow a proper trade-off between isolation and resource usage. In this new architecture, monitoring mechanisms check a set of policy-defined conditions at runtime in order to detect threats or anomalous behaviour. On the other hand, enforcement is achievable by using secure software execution methods that comply with the defined policies. The presented architecture allows for context adaptation of the defined policies by using a new event-sequence language. This renders the automatic policy runtime enforcement as a crucial component to achieve proper security in virtualized platforms for cloud computing.
INTRODUCTION
Virtualization has become over the years a key component to achieve cloud computing. Cloud computing services such as Amazon EC2 or Microsoft Azure make heavy use of this technology in order to allow a proper trade-off between isolation, an optimal use of resources, and the metering of the usage of such resources, thus allowing on-demand utilization, flexibility and scalability, as well as billing capabilities.
All this has led to the emergence of highly distributed systems operating in virtualized environments, which poses significant challenges for system security and makes necessary the development of mechanisms supporting a dynamic monitoring and a proper evolution of applications running inside it. Under these settings, seamless dynamic software evolution becomes a key element in ensuring the system security and dependability, as well as maintaining applications up to date and ensuring that they are both being used and working properly. This problem is even more exacerbated in virtualized environments such as the ones in cloud computing, in which sets of applications run over several virtualized environments that, in fact, run in parallel over the same or several physical layers.
Although the approach presented in this paper is based on virtualized environments, the concept behind this approach is applicable to any kind of virtualization environment. As an example, it was applied on the NOVA OS Virtualization Architecture (NOVA) [1] . Although a very detailed description of NOVA is beyond the scope of this paper (there is more information available at [1] if the reader is interested), a short introduction to it is included since it could lead to stronger security in virtualized environments and therefore in cloud computing itself.
In essence, the NOVA architecture has been optimized to address several common threats of virtualized Environments. Some of the most important ones are the various vulnerabilities inherent in the x86 hardware architecture, i.e., since the x86 instruction accesses are barely protected, malicious guest Operating Systems are able to attack the Virtual Machine Manager (VMM) (also known as hypervisor) and therefore gain control of other Virtual Machines (VMs).
In NOVA's case this will not affect the rest of Virtual Machines, as the architecture has been designed to isolate each VM thanks to the association of a single VMM to each VM. This way the different VMMs (and therefore VMs) cannot communicate and cannot attack each other.
Once that has been addressed, the only option left is to exploit any shared hardware (be it physical or emulated) used by different VMMs via its device drivers (this includes for example the remote exploitation of network card drivers via buffer overruns and so on). Thankfully since the communication channel between the given driver and different VMMs are separated an attack to the driver can be avoided by simply closing its access.
Another example of the threat such drivers could pose is their use of the computer's Direct Memory Access (DMA), since it allows a total access to the whole system memory and could allow a full control of the guest. This potential risk is nullified by the hypervisor by restricting DMA transfers to its own memory by means of an Input/output Memory Management Unit (IOMMU). Next, the monitoring model focuses on the runtime supervision of applications, allowing the early detection of operation problems of individual application instances and supporting the automated reconfiguration of these applications.
The rationale is that in order to enhance application trust it becomes necessary to analyze their behaviour when used under different virtualized environments. While other systems are usually analyzed with static (or local) methods, here we propose a high-level dynamic analysis based on the separation into three monitoring levels (Local Application Surveillance (LAS), Intra Platform Surveillance (IPS) and Global Application Surveillance (GAS)) which, acting together, are able to detect situations that are not possible with either of those working alone. This means that the analysis of these three levels in unison provides far more information than the sum of each one of them separated ever would, thus allowing the detection of problems not only on the implementation, but on the models describing them or even problems caused by the interaction of different solutions.
This runtime analysis is possible thanks to a set of defined policies (monitoring rules), which are defined in a monitoring specification written on a new event-sequence language called EventSteer, which will be detailed in its own section. This paper describes the monitoring framework that makes this analysis possible. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows; Section 2 is dedicated to describe the background and related work; Section 3 explains the monitoring architecture; Section 4 describes the established method for prevention (analysis and correlation); Section 5 details the monitoring specifications and their language (EventSteer) and we conclude with Section 6, which describes ongoing and future work and the obtained conclusions.
II. BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK
The purpose of this section is firstly to give an overview of the notions of security properties from the perspective of software engineering and provide the reader with the technical background on security and dependability of dynamic verification (runtime monitoring).
Regarding security properties, since we focus on security properties from the point of view of the software engineering an initial discussion about security requirements from relevant bibliography [11] [12] [13] is essential. Security requirements cover issues related to, integrity, confidentiality, availability, nonrepudiation, authentication, authorization and privacy. A complete revision of this topic includes some approaches related with dependability properties, Avizienis et al. [14] . Avizienis defined dependability as "the ability of a (computer) system to avoid failures that are more frequent or more severe, and outage durations that are longer than is acceptable to the user(s)" and "deliver service that can be justifiably trusted". We notice that its notion of service corresponds to the system behaviour as viewed by the user. Nevertheless there are cases such as Aspect Oriented Programming [15] and Monitoring Oriented Programming [16] in which a monitor is generated automatically so the code becomes instrumented (.i.e., the monitor itself is inserted into the code to be monitored).
In the majority of cases, the formal specification of the requirements that are going to be dynamically verified is based on Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [17] and variations of it including past and future time LTL (ptLTL and ftLTL respectively). In the context of monitoring oriented programming (MoP), any monitoring formalism can be added to the system by using ptLTL, ftLTL and extended regular expressions (ERE) in order to allow the expression of string patterns in a compact way [18] . So far, such systems have been used to formalise the properties that are going to be monitored [16] , such as Havelund et al. [19] [20] [21] . In this particular case they have developed several algorithms related to temporal logic generation and monitoring. More specifically they propose algorithms for past time logic generation by using dynamic programming [21] . Also other logic/languages that have been used to formalise properties are EAGLE and HAWK [22] . EAGLE is a rule-based language, which essentially extends the µ-calculus with data parameterization and past time logic. According to the concept of the Design by Contract technique (introduced by Meyer [23] as a built-in feature of the Eiffel programming language) specifications of pre-conditions and post-conditions can be associated with a class in the form of assertions and invariants and subsequently be compiled into runtime checks. The Monitoring and Checking framework [24] is based on a logic that combines a form of past time LTL and real-time models via explicit clock variables. Mahbub and Spanoudakis [25] have also developed a framework for monitoring the behaviour of service centric systems which expresses the requirements to be verified against this behaviour with event calculus [26] by using it to specify formulas describing behavioural and quality properties. These properties are either extracted automatically from the co-ordination process of such systems (with a process expressed in WS-BPEL) or are provided by the user. In the area of component based programming Barnett and Schulte [27] have proposed a framework which uses executable interface specifications and a monitor to check for a behavioural equivalence between a component and its interface specification without recompilation, re-linking, or any sort of invasive instrumentation at all, due to the fact that a proxy module is used for event emission. Robinson [28] has proposed a framework for monitoring requirements based on code instrumentation, in which the high-level requirements are expressed in KAOS [29] , a framework for goal oriented requirement specification based on temporal logic.
As for software evolution, it is related to the changes that need to be introduced on a software system after its release for operational use (or "updates"). This evolution may happen because (i) the system needs to adapt to new contexts, (ii) some requirements have changed or (ii) new errors, attacks or vulnerabilities have been found. Surveys have shown that, for many projects, software maintenance and evolution consume the main part of the total software life-cycle costs, and there are indications that these costs are proportionally increasing. The detection of violations from expected behaivours has been proposed as the key point of maintenance and evolution activities in software development [2] . Unfortunately, work on maintenance architectures is of narrow scope and obsolete [3] , and maintenance technologies [4, 5] tend to ignore the very first phase of this activity, the error detection. In fact, easing the detection of a malfunction with the objective of facilitating evolution is not supported at all.
Furthermore, as in any form of dynamic software deployment, establishing a strong application trust is a 
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GAS for App3 fundamental prerequisite, but despite the recognition of the importance and necessity of trust in human interactions and exchanges (as shown by the recent increase in the volume of literature on this topic (e.g. [6] [7] [8] [9] )), trust is currently poorly assessed for the purposes of the dynamic deployment of software. More specifically, none of these works effectively address some of the most important aspects of software service trust, most notably the need to assess it for dynamically composed and deployed software services, as in the case of applications, and ground it not only on subjective opinions but also on dynamically acquired information about the behaviour and quality of a software service in diverse deployment contexts. Moreover, each trust assessment should be accompanied by an evaluation of its accuracy and risk [10] .
III. SYSTEM BEHAVIOUR: ENFORCEMENT
In this section we describe the dynamic security monitoring and enforcement model. As shown in Figure 1 , this infrastructure has a three dimensional model, provided each by the Local Application Surveillance (LAS), the Intra Platform Surveillance (IPS) and the Global Application Surveillance (GAS). Figure 2 shows how the intercommunication between such levels is achieved.
Local Application Surveillance (LAS):
They monitor application instances (so there is one LAS per application instance) and it is the component that most closely resembles the current monitoring systems. Their job is to check if the application violates any of its established monitoring rules (the rules that express properties that need to be satisfied at runtime) and is used to detect unexpected behaviours, implementation flaws and underpin the trustworthiness of such an application.
The output of the monitoring analysis is then sent to the assigned IPS for further analysis. It is important to take into account that the integration of a LAS into a PASSIVE virtualized environment does not affect the operation of the virtualized environment itself. The purpose of the LAS is just to provide more information to the LAS administrator about the operation of applications. Using this information the LAS administrator can modify the application or virtualized environment configuration in order to adapt the system behaviour.
The subcomponents are:
• LAS Event Receiver: Receives the application events and routes them to the analyser.
• LAS Analyzer: With the arriving events, it proceeds to evaluate if any of the monitoring rules from the rules databank got violated. The analysis results are expressed in terms of the LAS analyser rule violations, which express abnormal situations.
• LAS Rules Databank: Stores the set of the application monitoring rules. This component is managed by the GUI subcomponent.
• LAS GUI: A graphical user interface that communicates the LAS administrator with the LAS component. It has these main functionalities: It displays the analysis results from the analyser, manages the monitoring rules in the Databank, and inspects the contents of the Event Receiver.
Intra Platform Surveillance (IPS):
To deal with potential problems caused by the interaction between different VEs, a second monitoring mechanism is in charge of monitoring at the level of one particular VE. The Intra Platform Surveillance Specifically, there's one IPS per VM and they are interconnected with other IPS components of the same virtualized environment. They are responsible for analyzing the result of the LAS analyzers from the same VM, looking for security risks that might arise whenever the different VMs interact as well as whenever different applications from the same VM interact. Selected results of the monitoring analysis are then sent to the different GAS components (assuming such a GAS is available) for further analysis.
Likewise, the integration of an IPS into a PASSIVE virtualized environment does not affect the operation of the virtualized environment itself. The purpose of the IPS is just to provide more information to the IPS administrator about the operation of applications. Using this information the IPS administrator can modify the application or virtualized environment configuration in order to adapt the system behavior.
• IPS Event Receiver: Receives the external events and routes them to the analyzer.
• LAS Analysis Result Reader: Reads the result of the analysis performed by the different LAS components running on the same VM.
• IPS Analyzer: With the LAS Analysis results, it proceeds to evaluate whether any of the rules from the rules databank have been violated. The analysis results are expressed in terms of IPS analyzer rule violations, which express abnormal situations.
• IPS Rules Databank: Stores the set of the intra platform monitoring rules. This component is managed by the GUI subcomponent.
• IPS GUI: A graphical user interface that communicates the IPS administrator with the LAS component, with these main functionalities; it displays the analysis results from the analyser, manages the monitoring rules in the Databank, and inspects the contents of the LAS Analysis Result Reader.
Global Application Surveillance (GAS):
To support monitoring of specific software pieces and detecting problems with non-compliant implementations (as well as problems in the modelling) the GAS components perform vertical analysis. They analyze data from different machines referred to the same software (application). Such GAS components receive information from several IPS components and perform a new analysis on it. Thus, the GAS components have a global view of what is the behaviour of the software in different virtualized environments from different machines, and thus is able to deduce proper conclusions. The existence of GAS components benefits both users of the applications and applications developers.
This level is optional and there's one GAS per application (not instance). Also they might reside well outside the virtualized environment if necessary. Their task is a secondary form of analysis of the result of the IPS analyzers from all VMs in all virtualized environments in order to be able to detect application global design flaws, making it an invaluable resource for the developers of such applications.
• GAS Event Receiver: Receives the external events and routes them to the analyzer.
• IPS Analysis Result Reader: Reads the result of the analysis performed by the different IPS components located globally.
• GAS Analyzer: With the IPS Analysis results, it proceeds to evaluate whether any of the rules from the rules databank have been violated. The results of the analysis are expressed in terms of GAS analyser rule violations, which express abnormal situations.
• GAS Rules Databank: Stores the set of the intra platform monitoring rules. This component is managed by the GUI subcomponent.
• GAS GUI: A graphical user interface that communicates the GAS administrator with the GAS component. It has these main functionalities.
It displays the analysis results from the analyser, it manages the monitoring rules in the Databank and it inspects the contents of the IPS Analysis Result Reader.
All these systems help achieve our goal to increase the security and reliability of virtualized environments and, therefore, cloud computing by
• Ease the identification of the origin of errors (thanks to the LAS, IPS and GAS components, which are able to monitor each application separately or as a whole).
• Capturing precise and specific information on attacks, errors and malfunctioning • Lowering the time required to identify and fix errors (a good set of monitoring rules helps with error identification before it further propagates in the application and becomes harder to track) • Early detection (the monitor gives the capability to inform the developer of an unexpected behaviour right after the first case happens) • Increased protection of the VE code during the monitoring process (by creating and using custom system monitoring rules).
• Increased ability to assess the integrity and compliance of the VE after monitoring (by being able to check at any time the current state of monitoring rules).
IV. PREVENTION: ANALYSIS AND CORRELATION
Runtime software monitoring of security properties is widely accepted as a way to increase system resilience to dependability failures and security attacks. Proposed models of monitoring advocate the need for this form of system verification and the development of a monitoring framework that supports it. It should be noted, however, that whilst current monitoring systems are able to detect violations of S&D properties at runtime, they cannot always provide the necessary information for understanding the reasons that triggered the violation of an S&D property and therefore do not allow to decide a proper to said violation.
Furthermore, it is often necessary to try to predict a violation before it even happens by using the available current system state information rather than wait until all the information to make a final decision becomes available. This is because an accurate early prediction can widen the scope of possible reactions to the violation or even provide scope for taking pre-emptive action that prevents the violation.
In our monitoring system, the absence of a signal after the elapse of a given signaling period can be detected by specifying a monitoring rule, requiring that the time between two consecutive signals from the same source (e.g. an application or a device) should not exceed the given period. Detecting, however, the occurrence of a violation of this rule is not in itself sufficient for establishing the reasons why a source has failed to send the expected signals. In such cases, a further search for possible causes of the violation could be useful for deciding how to react to the violation.
As an example, consider that the violation might have been caused because the source is malfunctioning and has stopped sending signals after some point in time; the source involved is no longer present in the area covered by the server; some of the signals sent by the source have been lost in the communication channel between the source and the server; and the signal that was used to determine the start of the last period of checking was sent by an external agent (attacker) who managed to fake the identity of the source (i.e., an attacker).
Although the preceding list of possible causes is not exhaustive, it demonstrates that a decision about what would be an appropriate reaction to the violation depends on the reason(s) that have caused it and, therefore, the selection of the appropriate responding action cannot be made solely on the basis of knowledge of the violation but requires additional diagnostic information. The diagnosis mechanism of PASSIVE is invoked after the detection of the violation of a monitoring rule in order to find possible explanations for the reasons underpinning the occurrence of the events involved in the violation of the rule and assess their genuineness. This mechanism produces diagnostic information through a process of four stages described in the following paragraph. In the generation stage, the diagnosis mechanism generates all the possible explanations of the events, which are involved in the violation. These explanations are generated using abductive reasoning based on assumptions about the behaviour of the components of the system. Application vendors provide these assumptions. In the effect identification stage, the diagnosis mechanism derives the possible consequences (effects) of the potential explanations that were identified in the previous stage. The consequences are generated from the abducted explanations and system assumptions using deductive reasoning. In the plausibility assessment stage, the diagnosis mechanism checks the expected effects of explanations against the event log to see if there are events that match them or, equivalently, the existence of further supportive evidence for the explanation. In the diagnosis generation stage, the diagnosis mechanism produces an overall diagnosis for the violation including belief measures in the genuineness of the events involved in the violation and the most plausible explanations that have been identified for these events (if any).
V. MONITORING SPECIFICATIONS AND ITS LANGUAGE
Any monitoring system is based on a set of well-defined behaviour policies, also known as monitoring rules. In our particular monitoring system such rules are part of the monitoring specifications, which are written in a new language called EventSteer.
EventSteer is an extended event-sequence language (namely, a language that allows the user to create rules based on an expected or unexpected flow of events). Like Event Calculus [30] it uses two basic concepts for representing the properties of systems that change over time; events and fluents. Whilst an event is defined as something that occurs at a specific moment in time and has instantaneous duration, a fluent is a condition that has different values in different moments in time. It is also extended because it does not only allow for specifying event sequences but also the possible consequences of failing to validate such sequences in an standard imperative programming syntax (Java in our case, but could be any other).
The main rationale behind the creation of a new language is based on three key points. The first one is that while EC provides an elegant mathematical way to formulate specifications, sometimes they are complex to understand at first sight. The second one is that the free mixing of time and events is difficult to compile, interpret and debug due to the lack of a certain fixed sequence to try to follow. The third and last one is that this very same lack of a fixed sequence in time makes it extremely complex to devise an optimal way to evaluate these rules at runtime.
Because of all this, one of the initial design goals of EventSteer was to overcome the limitations and drawbacks of current EC-based approaches. In particular we focused on the one hand on facilitating the expression of time (by avoiding mixing of time and event processing, and by providing a clear distinction between the settings of a time variable (i.e. assigning a value to the variable) and the use of it (i.e. using the assigned value in the evaluation of an expression)). On the other hand, we also focused on expressing time in a past to future fixed sequence that facilitates the creation and optimization of the implementation of those rule checkers (in particular by using Finite State Machines (FSMs).
Due to the size constraints of this paper a full description of the language becomes an impossible task. Nevertheless a description of the basic elements that are the basis for the rationale of the project has been included.
The basic elements are:
Variables: In EventSteer, variables (also known as fluents in EC) can have different values in different moments in time (as their name indicates). They have names for identification purposes and can be of one of several types (Boolean, integer or double). Variables are set to specific values in the initialization section as well as in the consequences of monitoring rules as will be described in the Consequences section. Likewise, variables can be used in guards as part of event expressions by using them inside a Boolean expression that establishes when a given event can be accepted or not.
Time: Our notion of time is based on Linear Temporal
Logic (LTL) [31] . LTL is a modal temporal logic with modalities referring to time that allows the definition of expressions about the future such as the fact that a condition will become true in the future, that it will be true until something happens, etc.
Opposed to other temporal logics such as Computation tree logic (CTL) or Alternating Time Epistemic Logic (ATEL), which allow the expression of different possible paths into the future, LTL can only express conditions on one path (i.e. it implicitly quantifies universally over paths), hence the name linear. This is a limitation when expressing the behaviour of software or hardware elements, especially for verifying safety or liveliness properties using model checkers. However, for the purposes of monitoring, the only path that we need to analyze is the actual execution. Moreover, as we will show, in our language different rules can represent overlapping paths, and there are several constructs to facilitate the expression of complex rules. Therefore, the limitation of representing one path in a rule does not constitute a problem for us. For this reason, it is possible to represent all monitoring rules using LTL.
Following the standard EC approach described in [30] the time type is considered to have discrete values and consists of a set of ordered time points that can be mapped to the set of nonnegative integers. However, as has already been mentioned, the treatment of time has been carefully considered in EventSteer and there are two main aspects to highlight about it: on the one hand, time treatment is detached from event treatment, and on the other hand there is a clear distinction between the setting of time variables and the use of these variables once they have been instantiated.
Here is the treatment of time in EventSteer in more detail:
• Time variables and deadlines are linked to event expressions. They are enclosed in braces after them as follows: eventExpression {timeVariable}. The semantics of this construct is that timeVariable is set to the actual time when the eventExpression is verified
• Time variables are used in timeExpressions and can be part of time ranges. Its syntax is timeVariable (+ timeConstant). The optional integer constant is expressed in msecs.
• Time ranges, used in deadlines, take the form
Note that if the optional minTimeExpression is not written it means the min time range is zero. Also if the optional maxTimeExpression is not written it means the max time range is infinite.
Events:
Events are the central element of any monitoring language. Events represent the connection between the monitor and the monitored system. For the sake of the current discussion and throughout the paper we will consider that events are instantaneous situations that indicate some relevant change in the monitored system.
In our framework, we consider three kinds of events; namely external, virtual and special events.
External events: External events are externally-generated events which are triggered at certain arbitrary points by some external code. Examples of external events might be access to a file, the beginning of a password request, the acceptance of said password, or even a certain button being pressed. In our framework we concentrate on events that are relevant for the security of the system, but the EventSeer language is of course independent of this. External events are expressed in our language by directly using the event name and its attributes as parameters if applicable. This is, eventName(attrib1, attrib2, …).
Virtual events: Virtual events are monitoring-oriented, internally-triggered events we use in order to keep control of the system state. Note here that by system state we really mean the monitoring machine state or whatever underlying implementation might be using the language. These kinds of events are user-defined internal events. These events are sent inside the consequence code, thanks to an special method named SendVirtualEvent(evName, evParameters…).
Special events: Special events are event predicates with special meanings. They are:
true: An event that is completed instantly, i.e., as soon as it is needed.
false: An event that is never completed and fails the completion of the event expression instantly.
Sequences: Sequences are the way to relate events in time. They define a series of temporally ordered event expressions and are done thanks to the sequence operators "," and "->".
Other available operators are the complement "'" operator, the any "|" operator, the all "+" operator and the except if "!" operator.
A short explanation of each of those operators follows:
"," Witnessed sequence: It defines what previous event expressions need to be completed in order to advance the sequence. This, like most other operators, is "open", meaning that no any other events can arrive in between without making the sequence fail.
"->" Rule expected sequence: It works like the witnessed sequence operator, with the only difference that after it is used if the sequence fails the rule will become violated and will trigger its consequence.
"|" Any: This operator is used to define an event expression constituted by several alternative sequences. That is, as long as one of all the event expressions is verified the combined event expression is considered to be verified.
"+" All (in any order): This operator defines a sequence that is verified when all the event expressions that it contains are verified regardless of the order in which such event expressions happen.
"'" Complement: This operator is used to express the set of events that are not to be considered in a certain context.
"!" Except if:
This operator is used to express the set of events that are not to be witnessed in a certain context.
Reactions:
Reactions allow the monitoring machine to react to certain event expressions by making changes to the internal monitoring machine state (variables / fluents, sending other kinds of virtual events etc.). In EventSteer reactions are stated as rules without a "->" operator. For instance, there could be a reaction to increase an nLoginAttempts integer variable each time an event informing of a failed login attempt happened.
Consequences:
Consequences are the actions that must be triggered when a rule is violated and can have a direct effect on the monitored system or its internals. Examples of consequences can be restarting the system, halting it, suggesting actions to a higher controller or changing some system parameter, as well as changing variables, etc.
Real life example: While it has not been possible to provide enough information on the language grammar in such a short paper, here a solution to a given real life case, is presented, which, with a bit of intuition on the reader's part, might prove to be useful for a basic understanding of the language.
Let's imagine a computer system. It will have the following requirements:
• When a user fails to login 3 times in a row, a login error screen must appear. If for some reason it does not then the system will be halted.
• Users can only transfer data if they are logged in and such a transfer can only take 20 seconds at most to complete. 
VI. CONCLUSION & ONGOING WORK
This paper presents the infrastructure for monitoring applications deployed in virtualized environments. This infrastructure adds two monitoring layers on top of the given standard monitoring models in order to provide enhanced security and dependability for cloud computing.
Currently, the results of the analysis performed by the monitoring subsystem are reflected in the system behaviour by means of changes carried out by a human administrator. As to future work we are targeting the automated reaction of the system according to the analysis resulting from the monitoring subsystem. Another interesting strand of research currently being initiated is the identification of the changes that must be applied to a component when a problem is detected. We are working on studying the feasibility of using instead of a first order temporal logic language based on Event Calculus a High order temporal logic although it is more complex; or even an intermediate step as the Event Calculus and the Alternating Time Epistemic Logic (ATEL).
